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CLAIM YOUR PLACE

“Man seeks for
drama and
excitement; when
he cannot get
satisfaction on a
higher level, he
creates for himself
the drama of
destruction.”
Erich Fromm

"Claim Your Place" is a theater, film and video-installation
created for large scale outdoor or indoor spaces that sits
somewhere between filmmaking, theater-dance, digital art
and sound design.
This project emerged from an encounter between Nuria Legarda and Laia Cabrera, two innovate artists
and creators. It explores beauty, desire and violence. The three pieces (the installation, the multimedia
theater play and the film-dance piece) are conceived as a whole but can also function independently. The
video installation surrounds the audience with real-time projections as well as pre-recorded ones, putting
them center stage. The multimedia theater play takes the audience on a unique journey by merging
cinematic art, dance, photography, theater, visual arts and exposition. In the film-dance piece, the audience
observes projected imagery from the outside as a cinematic experience. The various physical and virtual
elements of Claim Your Place creates a sensorial landscape of storytelling.
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1. General introduction
What is violence?
Do we need to express it?
Where does it start, and where does it end?
How does violence begin? In a gesture?
Nature, is it violent?
When violence is hidden,
does it take a more complex form?
Its limits must be argued.
Does it please us?
Is it a violent act if it causes pleasure?
Consensual violence.
Violence as an abuse.
Where does the violence
lie within us?
What remains
after a violent act?

"Claim your place" involves entering
the darkness and deepness of violence,
searching for its inner beauty.
How do we relate with violence? To
what extent do we accept the violence
within ourselves and in society? And
would its evolution through history be
the core of this creation? A mixture of
languages, latest techniques in image
processing and their relation with
movement and text will define the
dramaturgy of the piece.
This is a multidisciplinary show/
performance where form and content
reinforce themselves using the
uniqueness of the different artistic
languages.
The relation between form and content
goes beyond the question of where and
how, to be positioned before the
violence. Consequently, three different
formats are created with the same
material that will be adapted to the
parameters of each format. The
formats are created from the point of
view of the spectator in which the
receiver and content will relate to each
other in a particular way.
Thus, we will see Claim Your Place IP
(Installation Performance) in which the
spectator will be found wrapped by the
image and the action. Claim Your
Place PE (Scenic Piece) in which the
action will be live and Claim Your
Place VD (Video Dances) in which the
receiver/audience will observe the
proposal from the outside.
Claim Your Place is composed by three
pieces conceived as a whole but that
can function also independently.
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2. Scenic Piece
2.1 Synopsis

"Claim your place" is a story that happens in a cold, empty space,
in which white lights alternatively illuminate the actions that happen. A
space that changes, a light that does not let you see. Footsteps advance
one-by-one or erase those already taken; a view, looking up from at
floor level from where everything seems different.
In this camera, there is someone that tries to be, someone that has
survived and that still fights to survive. In this camera there is someone
that tries to be. It is someone that has survived and that still fights to
survive.The protagonist of our history undergoes a warlike experience;
she is kidnapped in anyone of all the wars that carry out our century
XX.
She has the opportunity to continue, to leave, to seek revenge or to die.
A glance of the violence from the complexity of our impregnated acts
of hatred, rage, loss, fear, revenge, compassion and love.

2.2 Narration and composition
It supposes the exploration of a new reading of the violence in
relation to the beauty. The project elaborate the idea to generate a
dramaturgy through the cohesion of the different languages and of the
theme. A duet between interpreter and audiovisual creating impossible
realities, tangible memories, indelible experiences of that violence that
leaves track to its step.

2.3 Space and video
An unique and diaphanous space. Plastics that hang to receive the
image projected. "Curtains" of different textures and opacities giving
different definitions of the image. Brilliant, reflective and even eroded
generating different spaces, that allude to walkways, tracks… With
possibility of being taken down and becoming support-volumes on
which to project on the ground opening new landscapes.
The reality is transformed through the image through which we go
seeing present, past and future. Visuals that would complement and
distort the real perception. The image gets modified by the movement
of the protagonist; elections that will write her life.

2.4 Lighting and sound
Light and sound will create lived realities. The darkness, despair
and desolation. What is seen and unseen. The lived and what is
forgotten even tho lived. The real, the figurative, the evoked, the
feared… through what is heard or invented, of what is seen with clarity,
what is perceived but is hardly visible, what one comes to imagine… A
repetitive and obsessive spiral.
White lights will be utilized, fluorescent bars, also manipulated in
the stage. Sonorous recreations that would transport us to wars that
belong to our collective memory.
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A body… breathing…
Some steps… not
breathing… a lot of feet
stepping on her…
we can hear the snow…
the steps… the
multitude….
The body is quiet…
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Inscribed on the lintel at the entrance door
the Temple of Apollo in Delphi:
“Know thyself” and “Nothing in Excess”. The first sentence
refers to the need to know and to accept our dark side. The
second one indicates that only those that know in depth
their excesses and their vices, who have understood and
accepted their dark side, can accept its limits and therefore
respect the others, considering them people with rights.

2.5 Artistic Infos Scenic Piece
Creation and Direction
LAIA CABRERA, NURIA LEGARDA

Lighting
RAIMON RIUS (BCN)

Choreography and Performance
NURIA LEGARDA (BCN)

Wardrobe
NURIA LEGARDA (BCN),
BÁRBARA GLAENZEL (BCN)

Camera, Editing and Cinematography
LAIA CABRERA (NY)
Set Design
MAX GLAENZEL I ESTEL CRISTIÁ (BCN)
Music
ERICA GLYN (NY), NANA SIMOPOULOS (NY)
Sound Design
RAMON CIÉRCOLES (BCN)
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Photography and Graphic Animations
ISABELLE DUVERGER (NY-PARIS)
Artistic Collaboration
LEO CASTRO (BCN), SANDRA MONCLÚS (BCN)
Produced by N NARANJA (ALVARO BARTOLOME,
BCN), LAIA CABRERA & COMPANY LLC (NY)
Duration: 1h 10min
Adult Public

3. Video Installation Performance
CLAIM YOUR PLACE USA-Europe 2010

3.1 Synopsis

A naked
body that
self lighten
with a white
light while
it writhe
and is
dragged
from the
floor.

“Claim your place” is an expressive film-video installation
for large scale, outdoor or indoor projection that sits
somewhere between film-making, theater-dance, digital
art and sound design.
Our goal is to bridge Art, Technology, Culture
and Identity. The project will be composed with
projections, sounds and live performance on the
screen. It will include as a preparative work
cinematic art, photography, visual arts, writing/
drawing animations, dance and aerial performance,
voice/music.
Using Surround Sound, We’ll put the viewer’s
senses on center stage. Does that deep breathing hail
from the screen or the person behind you? Is that
female voice part of the movie’s plot or part of the
conversation of the couple besides you? The sounds
of people walking placed in strategic places are
physically in the space or in the virtual landscape of
the screen?.
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“A movement, slow, almost beautiful. The
arm turning around. The hand is somehow
stuck to the floor like absorbed by gravity.
The full body is in harmony with the arm,
suspended. Little by little, still turning, the
wrist reminds more and more the
discomfort, unpleasant souvenir of a pain.
The angle is tiring, worrying. The bones are
exceptionally showing their ends while the
hand grabs the invisible dust on the floor.
The arm is now contradicting the rest of the
body, the shoulder talks about life and
screams to let go. One finger after the other,
they smash the surface still plane. It last,
last too long, it penetrates, painful. The arm
lies in the air and the hand rise finally, in the
gesture of freedom, the tension has
disappeared. It is over.”
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Ideas and dreams
converted into objects

“The shadow becomes dangerous when we do
not pay the right attention”
CARL JUNG

Peformance-Installation at the Centro Español NYC, May 26, 2010

3.2 Iconography and artistic disciplines
The installation will have a zenithal projection where a
camera will be suspended allowing to alter the perspective
of the viewer-audience. The center stage with 180° circular
projection divided in 3 panels will be, at the center stage, a
re-creation of imaginary backgrounds, some of them more
real than others: sand, stones, hallways, photographic
backgrounds that suddenly dissolve into little squares
randomly selected that leave the floor with partial
projections of people’s feet shot in reverse. We see the
mirror image, the reflection and the bending back upon
oneself mirrored in inclined floor.
The triptych front panels will have two streams of filmvideo leaving the middle one, for the ceiling camera to
shadow the images of the audience walking into the space.
A sculpture will be place for people to move as an object.
The music-text-voice over of the sound installation creates a
sense of intimacy.
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The text-portraits are all intimate scenarios, interior
monologues about simulation. The replication of the image
on so many streams along the semi-circular screen keeps
reminding us of its own artificiality.
The film-projection fuses physical theater, surrealism,
visual elements and sound beyond the limits of the form.
The piece grows out of our desire to grapple with life (being
awake) as a subject. We no longer live in a world of the
single tale. So the shards of stories we have put together
collide here, reflecting and evolving like the act of memory
itself.
Multiple stories and forms express the tense of the
hypothetical, of the possible, of the non-real, but it’s a
territory of the senses where what we see is not what we
feel, and one is struck by the affecting physical and
accomplished with digital means.
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3.3 Artistic Infos Performance Installation
Creation and Direction
LAIA CABRERA, NURIA LEGARDA
Choreography and Performance
NURIA LEGARDA (BCN)
Camera, Editing and Cinematography
LAIA CABRERA (NY)
Photography and Graphic Animations
ISABELLE DUVERGER (NY-PARIS)
Music
ERICA GLYN (NY),
NANA SIMOPOULOS (NY)
Sound Design
RAMON CIÉRCOLES (BCN)
Installation Design: LAIA CABRERA (NY),
ISABELLE DUVERGER (NY-PARIS),

Perceptions
Multiple stories
and forms
express the
tense of the
hypothetical, of
the possible, of
the non-real. But
it’s a territory of
the senses where
what we see is
not what we feel,
and one is struck
by the affecting
physical end
accomplished
with digital
means.
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NURIA LEGARDA (BCN)
Set Design: MAX GLAENZEL I ESTEL
CRISTIÁ (BCN)
Wardrobe
NURIA LEGARDA (BCN)
Artistic Collaboration: CARYN HEILMAN
(NY), LEO CASTRO (BCN),
VIVEK RAI (INDIA-NY), MONICA
HERNANDEZ (BOGOTA)
Produced by LAIA CABRERA & COMPANY
LLC (NY), N NARANJA (BCN)
Duration: 30 minutes
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3.4 Technical Infos

Technical Aspect:
Special requirements for video and sound
installation:
- 4 Video projectors: High Definition video (1080p)
is preferred. (HD DVD).
- 1 surround sound system
- 1 suspended video camera
- 3 DVD players

Projection 1

Projection 2

Projection 3

Mapping

“The sculpture is this existential question that you keep
moving around and around but that you cannot remove.”

Projection 4
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4. Dance Video
4.1 Synopsis

The video “Claim your place” explores the

relation, uncommonness and ethics of desirebelief-beauty.
The piece relates to the body and
choreographic language and is thought for the
camera. As such, we use digital tools for the scenic
language and the interactive dance.
It is conceived in different film stages and in
several city/country locations: New York,
Barcelona and Berlin and merges architecture and
movement. The body contains social practices that
agrees and modifies. It builds a semantic and
historic territory or repeats scenes and creates
dramaturgy, experience, temporary nature; it is a
subjective production opened to changes and
transformations.
The piece explores different mediums:
movement, image, animation, illustration, sound,
voice and text.
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Where are the limits of our understanding of emotions, how do we relate to the
others and how to handle the differences? We no longer live in a world of a
unique history. Here the fragments of histories that are constructed, hit, are
reflected, changed and evolved, like the act of the memory..
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4.2 Artistic Infos Dance Video
Creation and Direction
LAIA CABRERA, NURIA LEGARDA

Lighting
SEBASTIAN PACYNSKI (POLAND-NY)

Camera, Editing and Cinematography
LAIA CABRERA (NY)

Wardrobe
NURIA LEGARDA (BCN)

Choreography and Performance
NURIA LEGARDA (BCN)

Artistic collaboration
ISABELLE DUVERGER (NY-PARIS),
FERIEL NAOURA (PARIS)
MIREIA SALLARES (BCN),
MONICA HERNANDEZ (AMSTERDAM)

Photography, Animation and Illustration
ISABELLE DUVERGER (NY-PARIS)
Music
ERICA GLYN (NY), NANA SIMOPOULOS (NY)
ISABELLE DUVERGER (NY-PARIS)
Sound Design
LAIA CABRERA (NY), ERICA GLYN (NY)

Technical production
ANTOINE ARNAUD (PARIS)
Executive production
The LOFT STUDIO (NY)
Duration: 20 minutes
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5. Creative Process
Presentations
May 26, 2010: Performance Installation at the Centro Español NYC, United States
June 21, 2010: Performance-Installation in Tournefeuille Festival, France
September 30 - October 3, 2010: Performance-Installation
Festival New Tendencies Terrassa (TNT), Barcelona, Spain
October 12-17, 2010: Performance-Installation, Festival Cos Reus, Barcelona, Spain
January 2011: Performance at the Center Parraga, Murcia

Rehearsals Performance Installation
November 2009 (23-29): Residency L'animal a l'esquena. Nu2’s, Celrà, Spain
December 2009: Recording in Lleida, Spain
January 2010: Meeting in Toulouse, France
May - June 2010: Workshops in Topia Arts and Eyebeam, New York, USA
September 2010: Residency Can el Estruch Sabadell, Spain
January 2011: Residency Centro Parraga, Murcia, Spain

Rehearsals Scenic Piece
November 2009: Residency L'animal a l'esquena. Nu2’s, Celra, Spain
September 2010: Residency Ca l'Estruch,
Sabadell, Spain

Recordings Dance Video
3 locations
November 2009 - January 2010: Spain
May - June 2010: New York
September 2010: Berlín

PeformanceInstallation at the
Centro Español NYC
May 26, 2010
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6. Biography Laia Cabrera
New York-Spain

Laia Cabrera is an independent
filmmaker, editor, composer, writer
and multimedia artist born in
Lleida, Spain and based in NY
since 1997. She is co-founder of
the multi media group Vertiginosas
Theater and Film Company
Vertiginosas (islands) established in
Barcelona and New York. She
graduated from the Conservatoire
of Barcelona, Spain, and in Film
Production at the New School
University in New York. She has a
MFA in Audiovisual
Communication and a BFA in
Media Studies from the
Autonomous University of
Barcelona, Spain. Ms. Cabrera is
the recipient of several awards
including the KrTU to Young
Creators by the Department of
Culture of the Generalitat de
Catalunya and the Kodak and
Color Lab award for Best
Cinematic Film for Under
Influence. Her work as a filmmaker
includes Singularity, Invisible, Under
Influence, Lines and Dropped (mixmedia) among others One of her
latest film-video piece “Singularity”
inaugurated the International video
animation festival “Animac” in
Lleida, Spain. Her visual work for
multimedia shows include “For
Feather” two video streams
projected live in conjunction with
live musicians performed at BAM,
November 2008, “LA JAULA BAJO
EL TRAPO” multimedia theater
play, Festival Teatro Vivo @ King
Juan Carlos Center, NYC,
“Touching Gravity”dance video in
collaboration with Dancer /
Multimedia Artist Caryn Heilman,
“New York” video-installation @
Institut d’Estudis Ilerdencs, Lleida,
Spain, “Life is a dream”,
multimedia theater play @ Festival
de Teatro Clásico de Almagro 2008,
and “Journey” a 4 video streams
with aerial work and live sound @

“As a filmmaker and
visual artist I use a
variety of media-music,
video, storytelling,
projected imagery
merging cinematic
arts; dance, music;
photography; theater;
visual arts; voice;
writing. Sense of
timelessness, human
landscape: faces,
fragments of the
body.”
Laia Cabrera

Monkey Town, Brooklyn, NY. She
is also an award winning visual
effects artist, director, editor, writer,
playwright and composer. As a
writer, she has published two books
“Caducidad del Sentido” and
“Arpegio del Desamor”, as well as
various articles in magazines and
the press.
As a filmmaker and video
artist she has collaborated with Arts
International, New Stage Theatre
Company, World Music of Nana,
Liquid Body Media, Movement
and Dance, Cinema Tropical, FIT
(Fashion Institute of Technology),
among others. She recently edited
the Docu-Concert “Cachao” with
Andy Garcia and Cachao, the
Feature Film “Shut Up and Do It”
and as a post-production
supervisor, the documentary The
World of Vija Vetra. Her art work
in film, video and performance
have been covered in newspapers in
Spain, the USA and Latin
America.

FOR FEATHER & Laia Cabrera visuals-concert
@ BAM CAFE, Brooklyn - New York, November 2008
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6.1 Reviews on Laia Cabrera
“Working with on a visual level, Spanish multimedia artist and independent filmmaker, Laia Cabrera,
creates live video streams, weaving her own images and animations into the performance” BAM, 2008.
Local Spotlight NYC, Gordon Sharp, March 9, 2009
“I’m familiar with Ms. Cabrera’s work with Caryn Heilmann’s LiquidBody company with whom she
has been associated since 2004, and have been impressed with the seemingly instinctual feel of Ms.
Cabrera’s work. One recognizes her individual artistic voice even as it seamlessly enriches the
choreographic whole. Ms. Cabrera is a deft multimedia artist whose talents would be of great use to
American choreographers in general…”
New York Times, Jennifer Dunning, Dance Critic, October 15, 2005
Animac, luces y sombras. Noche de magia en el Teatre Principal para inagurar la decima edicion de
Animac. Magia del video- art de la leridana Laia Cabrera
El Segre, Cultura, Marzo 3, 2006
“La programación sigue su curso con las nmerosas propuetas incluidas en esta nuev entrega que
concede sorpresas como la que aer se presentó de la escritora-cineasta afincada en Nueva York, Laia
Cabrera, que presentó su video-performance-instalacion aportando ese caracter de espectaculo.”
La Mañana, Andres Rodriguez, Marzo 3, 2006
“Laia Cabrera es una joven y prometedora directora de cine, compositora, escritora y video artista
leridana afincada en Nueva York desde hace nueve años. Entre otras aventuras artísticas, actualmente dirige
un programa de entrevistas en la cadena Thirteen New York PBS. Además, muy pronto estrenará un
documental sobre el gran músico cubano ‘Cachao’ que ha realizado junto al actor Andy García”.
La Mañana, Diego Aranega, Enero 19, 2008

IS THERE AN EDGE OF BELIEF?
Film Video Art (2009)
Directed by Laia Cabrera
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7. Biography Nuria Legarda
Barcelona

Dramatic Art graduate,
specialising in body language at
the Theatre Institute in Barcelona.
Graduated in Musical Education
from La Rioja University. Studied
cello at the Sarate Conservatory in
Pamplona and trained in dance
and corporal technique. Won a
scholarship from the Autonomous
Government of Catalonia to study
with the Théâtre du Mouvement
company in Paris.
Has worked as a performer with
artists such as Marcel.li Antúnez,
film El Dibuixant (2005); Javier
Daulte on 4D Optic, Teatre Lliure
(2003); Franco di Francescantonio
on Mon Brossa National Theatre
of Catalonia (2001), Joan Baixas
on Quatre estacions, Barcelona
Festival of visual and puppet
theatre, Teatre Lliure (2000);
Mariscal on Colors, visual theatre
1999; and with companies Senza
Tempo on El Jardí Inexistent
National Theatre of Catalonia
(2005); and Comediants visual
theater (1999-2003). On television
she participated on the TV3 series El
cor de la ciutat, season (2006/07).
Worked as a staging assistant for
Magda Puyo Temps Real, National
Theatre of Catalonia (2007), Carol
López En defensa dels mosquits
albins, National Theatre of
Catalonia (2007); Javier Daulte
Automatics Temporada Alta Girona
Festival (2006); Roberto Romei El
diable compartit (2005) and Just la fi
del món (2004) Grec Festival
Tantarantana …
She has created her own productions
including Allá voy! (2000); Ven, que
te cuento (2002) and El día que
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“I am captured by the brute force
of life and the weightless inner
world of the individual. A language
traveling between sights,
movement and text. Emerging
from the form and beauty, I come
to the monsters within us all. The
monsters of obsession, passion,
bloodlust, indelible memories, and
family... Characters that hide their
ghosts and their fight to keep
them locked away.”
Nuria Legarda

cambié a mi padre por 2 peces de
colores (2004).
She created the company N
NARANJA (2005) and the
performance Ecumes (visual
theatre with puppets, dance and
video) co-directed by Paulo
Duarte, subsidised and presented
in France, Portugal and Catalonia.
Since 2002 she has been teaching
corporal awareness, movement
and acting at the Theatre Institute
in Barcelona, the UAB, and Nova
Eolia, among others.

LA CENA (2008)
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7.1 Reviews on Nuria Legarda
"La Cena is an exquisite combination of theatre and
dance. The subtlety of dance unites with the force of
dramatic art to create an atmosphere of tension that
seems to challenge a spectator who is incapable of feeling
indifferent. I marvel at the ability of the director, Nuria
Legarda, to highlight the fragile feelings of the characters
through movement and dance (something which is
extremely subjective) and that the spectator is at all times
able to capture the essence of that dinner (or pre-dinner,
as Legarda herself would say). The performance is a
voyage into the interior of each of the characters, which
entails being subject to their incoherencies, their
irrationality, their fears... Do not fear, however, as it is
impossible to lose one’s way in this performance."
Review from El Blog de las Odiseas, Manel Haro,
11-17-08
“There is a constant stylization of violence and a
aesthetisising of perversity… the text is full of silences
and gaps in information and it is situated on the same
level as the audiovisual image… and the pictorial
composition is obtained through the use of light and
objects."
Review from Avui newspaper, Francesc Massip,
11-20-08
"The thought behind the staging consists in the
combination of diverse narrative languages (dramatic
text, dance, minimalist movement, pre-recorded images),
fruit of the conviction that every story must look for and
find its own means of expression, and that these become
clear as the narration progresses. It is a welcome idea, as
is the technique displayed by the performers..."
Review from The Diari de Girona, Jordi Sala,
10-26-08

ÉCUMES
(2005- 2006)
Inspired in the work
by Boris Vian
Écumes de jours. A
visual performance
of dance, video,
puppets and
objects. Created
and performed by:
Paulo Duarte and
Nuria Legarda
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"That a relatively young actress such as
Nuria Legarda has not completely
abandoned herself to more or less
comfortable acting jobs and has the
passion to investigate and experiment
in contemporary theatre with a
transversal vision. That is why it is so
laudable that La Cena is a sensitive,
intelligent, visually delicious and
technically impeccable production..."
Review from the Diari de Girona, Jordi Sala, 10-26-08

"La Cena is an immersion into the darkest corners of
the subconscious which suddenly emerge in the course of
a dinner party for friends."
Review from Diari Avui, Francesc Massip,
11-20-08
"The act of laying or clearing the table calls for a
studied choreography of oriental inspiration, while the
visual aspect is resolved by an installation where the
arrangement of the subjects in innovative chromatic and
spatial associations provides the performance with a
dimension full of humour and freshness."
Review from Diari Avui, Francesc Massip,
20-11-08
"Performances like this make one feel true passion
for theatre and dance. May God bless the whole team
that has worked together on La Cena."
Review from El Blog de las Odiseas, Manel Haro,
17-11-08
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8. Collaborators
8.1 Isabelle Duverger
Still Photography and Animation,
New York-France
Isabelle Duverger (St Germain en Laye, France, 1983) is a
musical composer, visual artist and photographer working in
New York and Paris. She has a Masters Degree in
Communication and Arts Management from the Audencia
Nantes, France. She is also a graduate of the Estienne School
of Art in graphic communications.
She has worked in communication at Hachette Livre, a Paris
publisher and for the international design exhibit "European
Way(s) of Life". She also worked as a graphic designer for
Altedia Editing, Paris and collaborated with french
photographer Michel Azous. She worked with Ms. Cabrera for
her “New York” video-art piece, on the presentation of the
film piece as an art object. She performed with her at the BAM
Cafe, and touring in New York and Ohio with live drawing
animations. She also collaborated on the multimedia theaterpoem play “La Jaula Bajo El Trapo” at the King Juan Carlos
Center on the visuals and drawing animations. Her latest work
includes visual design for the theater festival “Inspiracion” and

8.2 Erica Glyn
Music, New York
Erica Glyn is a New York City based musician, recording
engineer and producer. She began her career working with
Grammy nominated producer/engineer Bob Power, working
on albums by India.Arie, The Roots, Ozomatli, Citizen Cope
and Meshell Ndegeocello among others. In her subsequent
career as an engineer, Glyn has worked on numerous music
projects as well as with a variety of notable personalities
including Hillary Clinton, Richard Clarke (Audie Award),
Stephen Colbert, Frank McCourt (Audie Award), Joan Rivers,
Uma Thurman, Dr. Oz, Mariane Pearl (Audie Award), Valerie
Plame, Michael J. Fox (Audie Award) and John Lithgow (Audie
Award), the latter two projects both garnering Grammy
nominations.
In addition to her successful engineering career Glyn
writes, records and produces her own original music. She has
toured the world with her various collaborative partners: Blair
Wells (Q-tip, Parts and Labour), John Ginty (Citizen Cope,
Jewel), Jesse Krakow (Craig Wedron, Shudder To Think, Julee
Cruise) and many more. She has shared stages with such
notables as Jonathan Richman, St. Vincent and Citizen Cope.
Her newest music project, Raining Rooftops, is a
collaboration with Joel Hamilton (Elvis Costello, Tom Waits,
Sparklehorse) with whom she has also worked with on projects
including Candice Anitra, Watussi and Blakroc.
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for the multimedia play "Playing Equality", still photographylive drawing animations for “Walk-Pasa-Bouge” performed at
Monkey Town Space, Pianos, the Issue Project Room and The
Glasslands and sound design/animations for the multimedia
installation “Is there and edge of belief ?” presented in Jaen,
Spain and in NYC.
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9. Testimonials
Congratulations! The trilogy of videos. Provocative,
intangible, atemporal... A mirror to the universal
solitude. Patricia Cazorla, Painter - NYC, May 2010
I am following your work in progress. So alluring,
exciting and scary all at once. Can't help but look again
and again but also want to cover my eyes... Andrea Costa,
Time Magazine Artistic Director - NYC, April 2010
The show was really impressive. It was amazing to see
how you imagined and transformed the space. Katie
Raeburn - NYC, May 2010
Maravilloso! Impresionante! Felicitaciones!!
Javier Daulte, Theater Director - Buenos Aires, May 2010
What tender fragile and deep work you have
created. Alexandra Mor, Jewelry Designer - NYC, May 2010
Congratulations, you did a really beautiful job! I was
speechless. Bea Merry, Artistic Director Merry + Valenzuela NYC, May 2010
Impressive... Congratulations! Nuria Sleiva-Beauvais
Musician - Barcelona, May 2010
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HUGE talent, HUGE. I am blown away. What
a great performance piece. Unique, exotic,
moving and best part: had my mind spinning
on the ride home... questioning, thinking.
Andrea Costa, Time Magazine Artistic Director - NYC,
May 2010

Amazing! Such a delicacy and depth that does not stop
surprising me! To put in evidence the darkest facets of
the human, to shape in great size these conducts and to
invite to that Violence that lives in us in every day, seem
to me everything a challenge! And this “Claim Your
Place” goes its way to obtain it! Everything altogether,
an act of an extreme bravery: a glance to the violence
from the beauty and the restlessness.
Eva Perez Sanchez, Actress - Barcelona, May 2010
Images, projections, movement, live music!!! Very good
combination of languages. This piece propose a journey
that submerges you. A dimension where beauty,
violence, pain and seduction are flirting with one
another... The soul of this project catches you. Marta
Bayarri, Actress - Barcelona, May 2010
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10. Contacts
Barcelona
Nuria Legarda
nurialegarda@yahoo.es
Tel. (34) 677 440 839

New York
Laia Cabrera
mail@laiacabrera.com
www.laiacabrera.com
+ 1 646.331.0028
Isabelle Duverger
iduverger@yahoo.com
www.isabelleduverger.com
+ 1 917.607.9919
Produced by
N Naranja and Laia Cabrera & Company
Co-produced by

With the collaboration of

With the Support of

“The evil of our time is the
loss of consciousness of evil”

JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI
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